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Uŋtuwépi he?
Who are we?

Šišóka Dúta (Dakhóta)

Anke al-Bataineh, PhD (they/them

Sisíthuŋwaŋ-Waȟpéthuŋwaŋ Dakhóta
Dakota language instructor
University of MN Twin Cities
language learner
Dakhóta Iápi Okhódakičhiye

wašíču (White settler)
speaker/learner/ teacher of 9
languages
teacher of language teachers
head of Master's programs for

language teachers in US & France
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Decolonial Pedagogy

Evidence-based Language
Teaching

Learners are experts on their own world

Language should be taught & practiced in real contexts that

Education should respond to their questions

are important to learners

and experiences

Learners should "drive" their learning, adding new language

Learners should "drive" the learning in their

as they need it for a purpose

own way, on their own time

Language should be learned & practiced in authentic

Education should build community ties, health

relationships where it facilitates belonging & empowerment

& liberation

Variation within language is a sign of life, it should be

Power imbalances should be directly

recognized, honored, and taught about

questioned & examined

Multilingual identity should be embraced for its strengths

Learners are the owners & definers of their
own identities

and its great diversity, not made to fit into any particular
monolingual or bilingual mold

4 minutes

Create a collaborative scratch paper
File: Make a copy
Top right: Share
Top right: Chat

https://tinyurl.com/decolonizelanguage

Reflect on how the
decolonial/evidence-based framework
differs from your current program's
design

Dakhóta wičhóȟ’aŋ ektá
tókhed uŋspépi
projects for survival, for community-building
tasks of being a good relative
building intimacy through respect &
engagement
gauging growth through actions &
interactions

Targeting Communicative
Competency
real-world interactions & tasks
learning context-appropriate communication
measuring growth through performance of
communicative interactions

4 minutes

On your collaborative scratch paper:
Choose one learner group
Think about communicative interactions they
need to be able to execute
Draft a script of how those interactions
generally go (what a successful outcome
looks/sounds like)
Now you have what to teach & how to assess

Example in wašíču iápi:
A: "Here, I got you something."
B: "Oh, you shouldn't have! You don't have to get me anything!"
A: "I know but I wanted to. Just open it! I hope you like it."
B: "Okay, let's see here. OH WOW! THIS IS BEAUTIFUL! Oh how
thoughtful! Where did you find this?!"
A: "I saw it in a little shop by the sea when I was on vacation and it made
me think of you."
B: "Oh, it's just lovely! That is so kind! Hey, C! Look what A got me!!"
C: "Oh, that's beautiful! Where did you get that?!"
A: "On my vacation."
B: "Isn't that just so thoughtful! Well, you have to tell us all about your
vacation. I'm just gonna put this up here and then you should show us all
the pictures you took! What was your favorite part of your trip?"

Dakhóta wičh’oȟaŋ ektá
tokhed unspepi
stories
songs
games
projects
relationships
interactions

Usage-Based Language Acquisition
form
prioritizing listening & speaking, orally
repeating
be vary wary of orthographic interference &
discouragement
writing is a way of capturing speech, it can't
come first
function
forget about what words "mean" or how they
translate, focus on what words DO!
phrases, in context, not isolated words
frequency
repetition across many contexts, from various
speakers, in various forms
repetition repetition repetition repetition
repetition repetition repetition repetition
40-200 times?

4 minutes

On your collaborative scratch paper:
Think about the interaction you have chosen
& the phrases within it
Think of a related story
Think of a related song
Think of a related game (pull crossculturally or
invent if you have to)
Think of related, but simpler, interactions
List them, now you have your lesson activities

Example in wašícu iápi:
A: "Here, I got you something."
B: "Oh, you shouldn't have! You don't have to get me anything!"
A: "I know but I wanted to. Just open it! I hope you like it."
B: "Okay, let's see here. OH WOW! THIS IS BEAUTIFUL! Oh how
thoughtful! Where did you find this?!"
A: "I saw it in a little shop by the sea when I was on vacation and it made
me think of you."
B: "Oh, it's just lovely! That is so kind! Hey, C! Look what A got me!!"
C: "Oh, that's beautiful! Where did you get that!"
A: "On my vacation."
B: "Isn't that just so thoughtful! Well, you have to tell us all about your
vacation. I'm just gonna put this up here and then you should show us all
the pictures you took! What was your favorite part of your trip?"

Dakhóta wičh’oȟaŋ ektá
tokhed unspepi
hearing the words while seeing people do
actions
seeing objects & actions & being told their

Scaffolding & Zone of Proximal
Development
create visuals of the objects, people & actions in
context
create visual & multimedia "blanks"
create a visual "key" for when they forget part of

names

an interaction & need help getting to the next step

trying to describe things, getting help from

work backward from the full interaction until you

others

have just the phrases, then start with the most

saying the phrases to ourselves over & over
using the phrases in many interactions

useful & obvious
using the phrases they know, add new ones by
making the activities a little more complex each
time

4 minutes

On your collaborative scratch paper:
Think about the interaction you have chosen & the
phrases within it
put the story, song, game and simpler
interactions in order from simplest to most
complex (sequencing)
Think of a visual support to help them get
the function of a word/phrase without
translation (scaffolding)
Think of a visual support to help those who
struggle to put the small interactions
together into the longer interaction

Example in wašícu iápi:
A

Q&A
woiwáŋǧa duhápi he?

Resources for Deeper Learning
See bottom section of tinyurl.com/decolonizelanguage
canva.edu (free if you demonstrate that you are a
teacher) for making scaffolds

anke@multilingualfutures.com

multilingualfutures.com

sisokaduta@dakhota.org
https://tinyurl.com/iapioyanke

Phidáuŋyayapi ye! Yahípi kiŋ wašté ye!
We thank you for being here with us!

Anke al-Bataineh, PhD (they/them

Šišóka Dúta (Dakhóta)
sisokaduta@dakhota.org

anke@multilingualfutures.com

